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UNIQUENESS AND NONUNIQUENESS FOR THE APPROXIMATION
OF QUASILINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS*

N. ANDRIt AND M. CHIPOT

Abstract. We investigate the issue of uniqueness and nonuniqueness for the approximate solution of quasi-
linear elliptic equations. In particular we show that even if the continuous problem admits a unique solution, its
approximation by finite elements may lead to several approximate solutions.
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1. Introduction. Let Q be a polygonal bounded open subset ofRn, n >_ 1. Assume that
a (x, u) is a Carath6odory function satisfying

(1.1) 0 < cr < a(x, u) < 13 almost everywhere (a.e.) x Q Yu R,

where or, /3 are two positive constants. For f H-1(f2) consider the problem

a (x u -x(1.2)
u ( H01 ().

We use the summation convention and we refer to [GT] or [KS] for the definition of the
Sobolev spaces used throughout the paper.

First, under the above assumptions, using a fixed-point argument of Schauder type, it is
very easy to show that (1.2) admits a solution (see for instance [CM]). Moreover, we have the
following theorem.

THEOREM 1.1. Assume thatfor some positive constant C one has

(1.3) la(x, u) -a(x, v)l < Clu

Then the problem (1.2) has a unique solution.
We refer to [AC], [T], or [GT] for a proof. Note that some extensions of this theorem

in terms of the modulus of continuity of a are possible (see [CM], [AC], [Ar], [BKS], [CC],
[M]) and in the case where (1.3) fails then uniqueness might fail as well (see [AC]).

In this paper we would like to address the question of uniqueness for the approximation
of (1.2). As we will see, this is not a trivial matter due, for instance, to the maximum principle.
Indeed in order to prove uniqueness for problems such as (1.2) one needs to use more tricky
test functions than the positive part of the difference of two solutions.

Let us denote by V0h a finite-dimensional subspace of H (). Then under the above
assumptions let us introduce uh, a solution to

(1.4) [ f a(x, blh)Vblh Vl) dx (f, v) ’iv Voh,

I lth VOh

where denotes the duality bracket between H-(f2) and Hd(f2). Then we have the
following theorem.
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THEOREM 1.2. Iff H-1() and ifa is a Carathdodoryfunction satisfying (1.1), (1.3),
then there exists a solution Uh to (1.4).

Proof. For v 6 V0h, due for instance to the Lax-Milgram theorem, there exists a unique
u solution to

(1.5) { f a(x, v)Vu Vw dx (f, w)

Let us assumeH (f2) and V0h are equipped with the norm

(1.6) 110112 IVv(x)l dx --IlVvll,

where I" denotes the euclidean norm and I" 12 the usual L2(f2)-norm. Moreover, denote by
II II, the dual norm in H- (g2).

Taking w = u in (1.5) we get, due to (1.1),

(1.7) otL IVu(x)12 dx <_ L a(x, v)Vu Vu dx (f, u) <_ llfll,llull.

Hence

Ilfll.(1.8) Ilull

Then the map

v--+ T(v)=u

maps the ball B(0, Ilfl[,---g-) of V0h into itself. Moreover, it is easy to show that this map is
continuous. Thus, due to the Brouwer fixed-point theorem, the existence of a solution to (1.4)
follows.

We would like to turn now to the question of uniqueness for a solution to (1.4). We will
consider the case of P1-Lagrange finite elements in dimension 1 and 2, referring the reader
to [A] for complements and other finite-element methods. Roughly speaking the results are
the following: if h, the mesh size (see below), is small enough then there exists a unique
solution to (1.4). Ifnow h is arbitrary then uniqueness to (1.4) might fail even if a is Lipschitz
continuous, i.e., even if the continuous problem (1.2) has a unique solution.

2. The one-dimensional case. In this section we assume that 2 (a, b) andwe consider
a subdivision of S2

(2.1) a ao < a < < an-1 < an b.

Moreover, we set

(2.2) h max ai ai-.
i---1 n

We suppose H01 (f2) is equipped with the norm

(2.3) Ilull lu’12

and H-I() equipped with its dual norm I1"
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We set

(2.4) V0h {v 2 ---> R, v is continuous on Q,

v(a) = v(b) O, v is affine on each (ai-1, ai)}.

It is clear that Voh is a finite-dimensional subspace of H0 (2) of dimension n 1.
Then we have the following monotonicity property.
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that fl, f2 H-l(f2) satisfy

(2.5) fl < f2

in the H-1 (f2) sense. Moreover assume that (1.1), (1.3) hold and that

Ot2

(2.6) h <
CII/211,

where C denotes the constant in (1.3). Then ifU i,h, 1, 2 denote solutions to

(2.7)
v’dx= (fi v)f a(x, Ui,h)Ui,h

Ui,h Voh

one has

(2.8) Ul,h U2,h.

Proof. First notice that arguing as in (1.7), (1.8) one has for 1, 2

(2.9) Ilui,hll lUl,hl2 _.< IIf/ll,.

Next if u 1,h, U2,h denote solutions to (2.7), by subtraction one gets

(2.10) fa(x ul,h)U’ v’ dx-- faa(x u2,h)U’E,hV’ dx = (fl f21,h

Hence

(2.11)

Setting

V E Voh.

ra(x,
Ul,h)(Ul,h U2,h)tV dx f(a(x, U2,h) a(x, Ul,h))Ut2,h v! dx

q-<fl--f2, v} Vv e Voh.

(2.12) 1/)h Ul,h U2,h

and using (1.3), we get

fa(x Ul,h)Wh v’ dx<_ f la(x U2,h) a(x, Ul,h)l[ v’U2,hll dx q- (fl f2, v)

(2.13) < fo Clu2,h Ul,hllU2,hllV’l dx + (fl f2, v)

f ClwhllU2,hllO’l dx + (fl f2, v) Vv V.
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Next we consider the function v of V0h defined by

if wh(ai) > O,
(2.14) v(ai)= 0 else.

Clearly, v > 0, so that by definition of the nonnegativity in the sense ofH-1 (f2) and (2.5) one
has

and (2.13) reads

fa v’ dx < C Ja dx.(2.16) a(X, Ul.h)tOh IwhllU2,hllV’

Consider an interval (ai-1, ai). On such an interval one has

(2.17) v’ 0

unless

(2.18) tOh(ai-1) > 0 and Wh(ai) <_ 0 or Voh(ai-1) <_ 0 and tOh(ai) > O.

Now if (ai-, ai) is an interval satisfying (2.18) one has, due to (2.14),

[Wh(ai)- Wh(ai-1)[l)t(2.19) wh (ai ai-)z > O.

So, from (1.1), (2.16), (2.17), (2.19) one deduces

i fa ai Wh (ai) l/Oh (ai-1)l
(2.20) ot

(ai--ai 1)2i--1

ai

dx < C i" i-,

Iwh(ai) wh(ai-1)llu2,hllV’l dx,

where the summation is extended to the i’s satisfying (2.18). We thus get

(2.21) otZ Iwh(ai) wh(ai-1)l

ai ai-
< C IWh (ai) tOh (ai-1)l fa ai

ai --ai-1 ,_ ]u2’hl dx.

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (2.9) one has

ai IIf211.
lU2,hl dx < lU2,hl2(ai ai-1) < h1/2

i-1
O[

and (2.21) becomes

(2.22) ot
Iwh(ai) wh(ai-1)l

<_
ai ai-

ClljSII,h1/2 , Iwh(ai) wh(ai-1)l
ot ai ai

Thus if (2.6) holds, one obtains a contradiction unless the set of i’s such that (2.18) holds is
empty, i.e., unless

(2.23) 11)h Ul,h U2,h < O.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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As a consequence we can prove the next theorem.
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that f H-1() and that a is a Carathdodoryfunction satisfying

(1.1), (1.3). Then if

(2.24) h <
o/2

where C denotes the constant in (1.3), there exists a unique solution to (1.4). Moreover, if
(2.24) fails then uniqueness can fail as well even if (1.3) holds, i.e., even if the continuous
problem (1.2) has a unique solution.

Proof Let Ul,h, UZ,h be two solutions of (1.4). Applying Theorem 2.1 with fl f2 f
we get

U 1,h U2,h

and uniqueness follows. To establish the second part of the theorem we are going to construct
a function a for which (1.4) will have two solutions.

Let us suppose for the sake of simplicity that fa (0, 1) and

(2.25)

Then for u V0h denote by

ai --ih i =0 n.

u(ai)--u(ai-1)
’v’i 1 n(2.26) ui h

the slope of u on (ai-1, ai). Since

() f01 ut dx - ui,

"s such thatit is clear that every u 6 Voh is uniquely determined by b/i

(2.27) Ui --O.

Consider next the basis of W of V0h defined by

(2.28) 110i(aj) i,; i 1, n 1, Yj 0 n.

Clearly (1.4) reads also

faa(X, Uh)VUh.Vwidx=(f, wi) i=1 n--l,
(2.29) / uh G g.
Dropping for simplicity the subscript h, i.e., setting u Uh and

fai a(x, u(x)) dx,(.0 f f w
i-1

’s such thatit is clear that to solve (2.29) it is enough to find u

Ui+I(2.31)
,U )v’+ i 1 n 1

U --0,
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where if we set

(2.32) Ui u(ai),

(2.33) ) a(h(t + 1), bti_ At- thul) dt.

Consider next a smooth function q) 6 C (0, 1) such that

0(0) 0() ,
p’(0) p’(1) 0,

(2.34) f q)(t) dt ,
1/2 <9(t) < 1 t6(0,1).

Clearly such a function does exist. Let u 6 V0h be defined by u0 U 0 and

(2.35) u(ai) Ui > O.

Let us then construct a from u. More precisely, for x [ai-1, ai set (x ai-1)/h and

(2.36)
for z <u(x),

a(x, z)= 9(t) for z >_ 2u(x),
/z + (1 -/z)q)(t) for z lzu(x) + 2(1 lz)u(x) [u(x), 2u(x)].

It is clear that a 6 [5, 1] so that (1.1) holds. Moreover, since 9(0) 99(1) 1 and u is
continuous, a is continuous, a is also Lipschitz continuous in z. To see it, it is enough to
notice that for x [ai-1, ai] one has for almost every z

Oa Oa p(t)- 1
--(x,z)=0 or --z(X,Z)=.Oz u(x)

In this later case for 1, 2 n 1

(2.37)
1 1

u(x) infi ui

Now, on [ao, al],

(2.38)
9(t)- 1

tUl

o(t) o(o)
tUl

maN0,,l
<

By a similar argument holding on [an-l, an], it is clear from (2.37), (2.38) that (1.3) holds. It
is also possible to show that a is Lipschitz continuous in x (see [A]).

Now, clearly

(2.39) f -(a(x, u(x))u’)’ e H-1 (f2).

In fact one can even find a piecewise constant function g such that

(2.40) f (L UOi (g Wi V 1 n 1.

Then u and v 2u are both solutions to (2.31) with j5 given by (2.40). Indeed

) - a(x, u(x)) dx
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and

if ai a(x, v(x)) dxL - i-1

=fo a(h(t + (i 1)), 2u(h(t + (i 1)))) dt

1
9(t) dt -.

Thus since v’ 2u’,
, u ;k i=1 n-1i Ui )i+lUi+l Oi +lVi+l

and the result follows.
Remark 2.1. Note that in the proof of uniqueness we did not assume the mesh to be

uniform, i.e., we did not assume that

(2.41) ai ai-1 > c h

for some positive constant c.

3. A convergence result. In this section we assume that Q is a bounded subset of Rn,
1. We denote by V0h, h > 0 a subspace ofH (S2) of finite dimension and we considern Uh

a solution to

(3.1) fa a(x, Uh)VUh VU dx (L U)

uh E goh
Yv Voh

Moreover, we assume that

(3.2) Vv 6 H (a), =lVh Vg such that Vh --+ v inH (a) when h --+ 0.

Then we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that f H-1 (2) and that a is a Carathdodoryfunction satisfying

(1.1), (1.3). Then ifuh is a solution to (3.1) and if(3.2) holds one has

(3.3) lim Uh u
h0

in Hd (f2)-strong. u denotes the unique weak solution to (1.2).
Proof. First, arguing as in (1.8), we get

(3.4) Iluhll

so that, up to a subsequence, one has

(3.5) Uh u0 in H (fl),

(3.6) Uh -+ u0 in L2()

when h --+ 0. (Recall that H(f2) is compactly imbedded in L2().) So, again up to a
subsequence, one has

(3.7) Uh -+ u0 a.e. in f2
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and

(3.8) a(x, Uh) --+ a(x, uo) a.e. in g2.

Let v 6 H(f2). By (3.2)there exists a "sequence" Vh V such that

(3.9) VVh Vv in (L2(fl))n.

Then one has

(3.10) a(x, blh)VVh a(x, u0)Vl) in (L2(2))n.

Indeed, this follows from the inequality

a
la(x, blh)VVh a(x, uo)Vvl 2 dx 2 Jo la(x, lh)(Vl)h VV)I 2 dx

+2/_ la(x, Uh) a(x, /A0)I2]VUI 2 dx
(3.11)

2fl2j I(VVh Vv)l 2 dx

+2 f. la(x, Uh) a(x, uo)lZlVvl 2 dx

by the Lebesgue convergence theorem (see (3.8), (3.9)). From (3.1), i.e., from

aa(x,
blh)Vlgh VVh dx (f, Vh)

and by (3.10), (3.5), one has passing to the limit

(3.12) a(x, uo)Vuo Vv dx (f, v) Yv e H(f2).

Thus uo u, the unique weak solution to (1.2). Since we have only one possible limit for
any subsequence of Uh, we have

(3.13) Uh u in Ho (f2),

(3.14) Uh --+ u in L2().

We then derive by (1.1)

(3.15)

By (3.1)

ot lVUh Vul2 dx <_ fs2a(x, uh)lVUh Vu[2 dx

a(x, uh)lVUhl2 dx 2 a(x, uh)VUh Vu dx

+ fo a(x, Uh)[Vb[ 2 dx.

blh)Vblh Vblh dx (f, Uh)
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so that

(3.16) limf2a(X, Uh)VUh.VUhdX---(f,u)=fa(x u)Vu.Vudx.
h-.+O

Next, the only possible limits for

(3.17) f a(x, Uh)VUh Vu dx

are for both

and a(x, uh)lVul 2 dx

(3.18) f a(x, u)lVul 2 dx.

Indeed, if the above integrals converge, up to a subsequence one has

Uh---u a.e. in S2.

Thus by the Lebesgue theorem

(3.19) a(x, uh)Vu a(x, u)Vu in (L2(72))n.

Using (3.13) we can then pass to the limit in (3.17) to get for both limits (3.18). Since (3.17)
has only one possible limit one obtains

(3.20) h--->olimfaa(x’uh)VUh’Vudx=limfaa(x’uh)lVul2dx=faa(x’u)lVul2dx’ho
Recalling (3.15), (3.16), (3.20) one gets

lim I IUh Vul 2 dx 0
h--->0

and the result follows.

4. A two.dimensional case. In this section we assume that 72 is a polygonal domain of
R2 with boundary 1-’. We denote by rh a regular triangulation of 72 (see for instance [C]).
Recall that

(4.1) h maxh/,
KEr,

where hK denotes the diameter of the triangle K. In fact we will need a slightly stronger
assumption than for rh to be regular. More precisely, we will not allow triangles with angles

,r i.e., if 0/K 1 2, 3 denote the angles of the triangle K we will assume thatlarger then -,
for some constant 6 one has

(4.2) 0<8<0/K <-- YK6rh i=1 2,3
2

Then denote by V0h the finite-dimensional subspace of Hd (72) defined by

(4.3) V0h {v" 72 --+ R, continuous, v 0 on 1-’, V IK P1 YK rh},

where P1 denotes the space of polynomials of degree 1, V IK the restriction of v to K.
Then we have the following theorem.
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THEOREM 4.1. Assume that f H-l(f2), a is a Carathdodoryfunction satisfying (1.1),
(1.3) and that (4.2) holds. Then if h is small enough the approximated problem (1.4) has
a unique solution. In the case where h is arbitrary, then uniqueness might fail even if the
continuous problem (1.2) has a unique solution.

Before giving the proof of Theorem 4.1, we will need a lemma.
For K 6 rh denote by K1, K2, K3 G R2 the vertices of K and by Xri the affine functions

such that

(4.4) )Ki (gj) (i,j i, j 1,2,3.

Then we can prove the next lemma.
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that K is a triangle that satisfies (4.2). Then, for any i, j 1, 2, 3

there exist constants c l, c2 > 0 such that

Cl(4.5) VXKi. VZKj h’K < 0 i 7 j,

1 c2(4.6)
hK hK

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that 2, j 3, K1 0. Denote by
R the rotation of angle and by (,) the scalar product in Re. One has clearly

(4.7) K2(X) (X" R(K3))/(K2. R(K3)), XK3(X) (X. R(K2))/(K3 R(K2))

so that

V)VK V)VK (R(K2). R(K3))/(K2. R(K3))(K3" R(K2)).

If 01 denotes the angle of K at K1 one has

(R(K2)" R(K3)) (K2" K3) --cosOIIK2IIK3I > O,

(K2" R(K3)) -sinOllK21lK31 < O,

(K3" R(K2)) sinOllK2llK31 > O.

It follows that

(4.8) VXK2 V/K

Then, (4.5) follows from (4.2).
To get (4.6) note that

IR(K3)]
(4.9) IV)VKz

I(K2. R(K3))

COS O1
sin2 011K2I K3I"

IK3I 1
sin 011K2I g3l sin 011K2I

Due to (4.2), the result follows. Let us now turn to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let Ui,h, 1, 2 be two solutions to (1.4). By subtraction one

gets

(4.10)

aa(x,
Ul,h)V(Ul,h U2,h) Vo dx

fa(a(x, U2,h) a(x, Ul,h))VU2,hVl) dx Yv Vg.
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Setting

(4.11) wh bl 1,h bl2,h

and using (1.3) we obtain

(4.12) f2a(x, Ul,h)VWh VV dx < C fa IWhlIVU2,hIIVv[ dx Yv 6 Voh.

Consider next the function v of Voh defined by

(4.13) / 1 if Wh(Ki) > O,
v(gi)

0 else.

On a triangle K one has

Vv=O

unless K is such that

(4.14) tOh(Ki) >" O, Wh(gj) O, Wh(gk) 0

or

(4.15) Wh(Ki) >" O, Wh(gj) > O, Wh(gk) O.

In the triplet (i, j, k) the entries must be different and take the value 1, 2, 3.
So from (4.12) we deduce

(4.16) fKa(X, Ul,h)VWh Vv dx < c fg lWhllVu2,hllVvl dx,
K K

where the summation is extended to the K’s satisfying (4.14), (4.15). Now ifK satisfies (4.14)
or (4.15) it is clear that Wh vanishes in K at some point y and one has

UOh (X) Wh (X) Wh (y) VWh (X y) Vx K

and thus

Iwh(x)l IVWhl hK ’x K.

Recalling (4.16) we obtain

(4.17) fKa(X, Ul,h)VWh VI) dx <- C hK fK lVWhllVu2,hllVvl dx.
K K

Let us set a/K wh (Ki) SO that on each K 6 rh

(4.18) Wh a,K1 "at- a2KZK2 -t-" a(,K3.

Let us assume that K is a triangle such that (4.14) holds. Let us assume for instance that

(4.19) al
K >0, a2

K <0, af <0.
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Then on K one has v ,/l and thus by (4.6), (4.7), (4.19)

Vl)h Vl) alK[V)k,KI 12 + #VK2. VXK1 -1-iV,K3" VK1
c

(4.20) _> h-K (lafCl / la2K[/ lafl),

where c min(cl, 1) is independent of K.
If now we are in a case where (4.15) holds, i.e., if for instance

a/C>0, a2K > o, af < O,

then

and

V=)K+,kK2 1--

VWh 7l) --alKg,K1 V),K3- af V)vK2 VK3 a#lg,K] 2

(4.21)
_> + +

where, as above, c min(cl, 1) is independent of K. Now by (4.18), (4.6) one has on each
triangle K

C2 C2(4.22) ]VWh] _< (lal + lafl + lafl), IVvl
-hK
<

Recalling (1.3), (4.17), and (4.19)-(4.22) we obtain

1
lal + lafl + [all dx Cc (lal + lafl + lafl)lVua,hl dx.

K K

Hence, for some constant M,

(4.23) la[ + [all + [all M lal + laf + laf IVU2,hl dx.
K K hK

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that

(4.24) lal + ]all + laf M(]a] + laf + laf ])llVu2,hll2,K,
K K

where l" Ip,A denotes the usual LP(A)-norm. If u denotes the solution to (1.2) then

]]Vu2,hll2,g IlV(u2,h- u)ll2,g + IlVulI2,K
(4.25)

Ilg(u2,h u)ll= + IIVulI2,K (h),

where e (h) 0 when h 0 (see Theorem 3.1). So (4.24) reads

]all + lafl + ]all S (h)M la] + ]all + lafl
K K

and is a contradiction when h is small enough unless the set of K satisfying (4.14), (4.15)
is empty, i.e., unless Wh O. Exchanging the roles of U l,h and U2,h, the uniqueness result
follows.
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Remark 4.1. We did not assume here that the mesh be uniform (see (2.41)). Arguing as
in Theorem 2.1 we could have gotten a monotonicity result in terms of f.

We now turn to the construction of an example for which uniqueness fails. The proof in
essence is identical to the one in dimension 1. 2 will be an equilateral triangle in R2 of side
1 and rh a triangulation of f2 made of equilateral triangles of same sides h. V0h is the space
defined in (4.3). Then a solution Uh to (1.4) is such that

(4.26) Uh)Vblh VW dx 2 Vblh VW fK a(x, Uh) dx Yw Voh,
Krh

since Vuh, Vw are constant on each K 6 rh.
Let us define a function 0 on that is C, invariant by the isometries of f2, and that

satisfies

(4.27)

o= 1 onF,
IVo] 0 onF,

Let u 6 V0h be such that

(4.28) u > 0 at the nodes inside

For every K 6 rh denote by y/ an affine one-to-one map that assigns to every point x 6 K
the point yz(x) f2 having the same barycentric coordinates as x.

From u one constructs a by setting on each triangle K

1 for z<u(x),
a(x, z)-- 99(yi(x)) for z > 2u(x),

/x + (1 -/z)q)((y/c(x)) for z txu(x) -t- 2(1 tx)u(x) [u(x), 2u(x)].

It is clear then that

(4.29) I a(x u(x)) dx -2---h2 YK rh,
4

ftc a(x, v(x)) dX flc a(x, 2u(x)) dX flc q)(YI((x)) dx

(4.30) fI,: q)(yK(x)) dx h2 ’v’K rh
8

Thus (see (4.26)), it is clear that u, v are such that

(4.31) Vw dx faa(x, v)Vv Vw dx Yw Vg.

Now, clearly

(4.32) w -+ fa a(x, u)Vu Vw dx

is in H-1 (S2) so that u, v are both a solution to (1.4) for f given by (4.32).
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It remains to show that a is Lipschitz continuous in z. The arguments are the same as in
the one-dimensional case and we only sketch them. First note that on each K rh

Oa Oa o(yi(x))- 1
(x,z)=0 or (x,z)=(4.33)
Oz Oz u(x)

So if K rh does not touch the boundary of f2, by (4.28)

(4.34)
1

u(x)

If now K 6 rh is touching the boundary of f2 and not at the corners, since u is affine, one has
for some positive constant rn

(4.35) u(x) > rn dist(x, 1-’) mh dist(yK(x), F).

Moreover, by the mean value theorem

(4.36) ]p(y(x))- 11--Igo(yx(x)) -99(0)1

It follows from (4.34) that

Oa
(x,z)

C

which completes the proof.
In this note we have only addressed cases where the results are complete and simple. We

refer to forthcoming papers and [A] for more cases.
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